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America's Raj: Kipling, Masculinity and Empire
Abstract
The posters for Gunga Din promised much: 'Thrills for a thousand movies, plundered for one mighty
show'. That show was a valentine to the British Raj, in which three sergeants (engagingly played by Cary
Grant, Victor McLaglen, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.) defeat marauding hoards of 'natives' with the aid of
their 'Uncle Tom' water bearer, Gunga Din (Sam Jaffe)[Plate VII]. Audiences loved it. Its racism
notwithstanding, even an astute viewer like Bertolt Brecht confessed: 'My heart was touched ... f felt like
applauding and laughed in all the right places'. 1 Outwardly the film had little to do with the United States.
Most of the cast were British-born and its screenplay claimed to be 'from the poem by Rudyard Kipling' .2
Yet the film was neither British or faithful to Kipling, but solidly American: directed by George Stevens for
RKO, with a screenplay by Oxford-educated Joel Sayre and Stevens's regular collaborator Fred Guiol.3
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America's Raj: Kipling, Masculinity
and Empire
The posters for Gunga Din promised much: 'Thrills for a thousand
movies, plundered for one mighty show'. That show was a valentine to
the British Raj, in which three sergeants (engagingly played by Cary
Grant, Victor McLaglen, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.) defeat marauding
hoards of 'natives' with the aid of their 'Uncle Tom' water bearer,
Gunga Din (Sam Jaffe)[Plate VII]. Audiences loved it. Its racism
notwithstanding, even an astute viewer like Bertolt Brecht confessed:
' My heart was touched ... f felt like applauding and laughed in all the
right places'. 1 Outwardly the film had little to do with the United
States. Most of the cast were British-born and its screenplay claimed to
be 'from the poem by Rudyard Kipling' .2 Yet the film was neither
British or faithful to Kipling, but solidly American: directed by George
Stevens for RKO, with a screenplay by Oxford-educated Joel Sayre and
Stevens's regular collaborator Fred GuioJ.3 The screenplay also
displayed the handiwork of the masters of the wisecracking script,
Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht, and a few (uncredited) sombre
touches from the first writer to work on the project: William Faulkner. 4
That Americans could produce such a film raised few eyebrows at the
time. Gunga Din stood at the end of a long-standing American interest
in Kipling and the British Empire including numerous films with
Imperial themes. However, the gap between what Kipling wrote and
American readings of his work - exemplified in Gunga Din - is highly
significant. It reveals much about that country's psychological needs as
it struggled to define its role in the world during the first half of the
twentieth century. Similarly, the later career of Gunga Din and the
wider Empire film genre offers a commentary on the United States'
own experience of Empire and its price.

Kipling in America
Kipling fascinated all levels of American society. 5 President Theodore
Roosevelt maintained a long correspondence with him, and nicknamed
his second son Kermit Roosevelt 'Kim' as a result. 6 The doomed
American explorer Leonidas Hubbard, quoted great chunks of Kipling
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Plate VII: In Hollywood's version of Kipling's India, the three
inseparable Sergeants - Cutter, Ballantme and MacChesney (Cary
Grant, Victor McLaglen and Douglas Fairbanks Jr.) - cheerfully defend
the Raj with the aid of 'na tive' troops. Their loyal water-bearer Cunga
Din (Sam Jaffe) looks on, positioned (in keeping with the film's implicit
racial hierarchy) to the right of Cutter's boot. Gunga Din (RKO), British
Film Institute StilJs Collection, © 1939, reproduced by kind permission
of Turner Entertainment Co., All Rights Reserved .
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to his starving companions during their ill-fated expedition to Labrador,
and named a range of mountains in his honour. 7 Boys with military
ambitions, including the future generals Ridgway and Patton, found
their home in his work; Patton later wrote his own, quite dreadful,
poems in the style of Kipling. 8 With Kipling's poems regularly
appearing in the American newspapers, the Irish-American satirist,
Finley Peter Dunne pointed to an absurd Kipling cult and had his comic
creation Mr. Dooley proclaim that 'Roodyard [sic] Kipling' wrote 'the
finest pothry [sic] in the wurruld [sic]'. 9 But Kipling had caught the
spirit of the age.
Kipling filled a niche in the American imagination of the 1890s as no
indigenous writer could. His novels and poems seemed to offer a lively
portrait of military and Imperial life at odds with the old American
mistrust of standing armies, but in tune with the brazen rhetoric of men
like Theodore Roosevelt. As the US embraced an empire of its own in
the Pacific and Caribbean, Kipling was read as propaganda off-the-peg.
Yet in their enthusiasm Americans neglected the element of warning in
Kipling's work. The most obvious misreading was of Kipling's poem:
The White Man's Burden. This bitter verse carried within it a dear
statement of the futility of Empire in which 'the best ye breed' could
expect only thankless suffering and the 'savage wars of peace'.
Nevertheless the poem immediately became part of the American
language, surfacing in numerous Imperial tracts. 10 The United States
had to learn of 'savage wars of peace' the hard way - in the jungles of
the Philippines and Central America.

Kipling's Empire in 1930s Hollywood
The massive trauma of the Great War forced a radical reassessment of
American foreign policy. In its aftermath, as anti-war novels and films
abounded, the US government turned its back on alliances and
Kiplingesque military forays to right the wrongs of Asia. 11 Hollywood,
however, felt differently. Throughout the 1930s the Empire prospered
in film . The genre had much to offer. First of all the films took place far
away and long ago, and provided a welcome escape from the
depression. Moreover, they offered welcome reassurance at a time of
renewed challenges to the old certainties of race, class and gender. The
hegemony of the white American male was challenged as never before
by the collapse of American industry and agriculture. The post-war
years had brought new competitors in the job market - including AfroAmerican migrants from the South - and new challenges closer to
home as women rejected their old position of vote-less subordination.
In such a world it was no wonder that a genre of films in which the
common white man consistently triumphed should prosper . It is,
however, surprising that Hollywood was unable to meet these
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psychological needs with its traditional fare: the western.
Western films and novels had flourished in the boom-years of the
1920s. During the 1930s the genre went into relative decline. The big
budgets drained away and westerns became the staple of 'B' movies
and serials, surviving largely because such films were so cheap to
make. 12 It is easy to see why. The agricultural depression sat uneasily
along side narratives of triumph in the west. By translating the action to
the British Empire, Hollywood was able to retain the same themes and
to use the same locations in the California Sierras. 13 An Empire setting
also enabled the studios to employ their roster of British stars and to
tap the steady market for 'army pictures' without evoking unpleasant
memories of the trenches. Finally, Hollywood needed to make a profit.
With the additional cost of 'talkies', the studios found that they could
only break even on the US release of a film. Profits required a lively
export market. It soon became apparent that Europe had no objection to
seeing its imperialism restaged by Americans. 14 Having found a formula
that would sell internationally, Hollywood stuck to it.
The success of Henry Hathaway's Lives of a Bengal Lancer in 1934
unleashed a barrage of imitators. 15 Soon the setting of British India was
familiar enough to be satirized by Laurel and Hardy in Bonnie Scotland
(1935) and safe enough to be the basis for a Shirley Temple vehicle:
Wee Willie Winkie (1937). 16 While only the latter was actually based on
a Kipling story, Kipling's India was never far below the surface in these
films. Kipling's death in 1936 leant further topicality and soon plans
were afoot to remake The Light That Failed, Captains Courageous and,
of Kipling's Indian works, Kim and two episodes from The Jungle
Book. 11 At the time of his death Kipling himself had been working on
treatments of his story 'Thy Servant a Dog' and Soldiers Three. 18 In this
atmosphere it is hardly surprising that first MGM and then United
Artists should consider an epic film based on Kipling's poem Gunga
Din. RKO finished the job. 19

The Movie
Gunga Din makes an immediate claim to its origins in Kipling. The film
begins with a narrator reading the second half of the opening stanza of
the poem - perhaps the best known of his Barrack-Room Ballads of
1892. In the finale of the film Kipling himself is portrayed writing his
poem in response to events that he has witnessed. It is then read as a
eulogy at Gunga Din's grave-side. The opening of the film also claims
historical veracity, with titles reading: 'the portions of this picture
dealing with the worship of the goddess Kali are based on historic fact'
and credits acknowledging three British army technical advisers. Such
credits are misleading. The notion of a Thug revival in the 1880s is
fantasy and Kipling's poem provides little more than the character of
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Din. The body of the film is a free-wheeling adventure very loosely
based on the characters of Kipling's cycle of military short stories featuring the 'Soldiers Three': Privates Mulvaney, Ortheris and Learoyd. 20
Little of the original 'Soldiers Three' survived into the final
screenplay. They are promoted Sergeants and their names changed to
Cutter, Ballantine and MacChesney. In the original they are wry antiheroic figures, ironic inversions of Dumas' Three Musketeers. 21 They
represent both working class and regional foundations of the British
Empire, and speak in thick Irish, Cockney and Yorkshire dialects. 22 In
order to be comprehensible in an American screenplay, they speak an
uneven Hollywood cockney. Their adventures are 'up-graded' and
sanitised for the film . Rather than just weathering scrapes around the
barracks, they now hold the fate of India in their hands as they battle to
avert its re-conquest by the Thugs. Similarly the tragedy that pervades
their lives is utterly absent. One does not see in RKO' s India the
' madness, alcoholism, self-doubt, and suicide' that, as Zoreh Sullivan
has written, 'haunt the characters' in Kipling's Indian short fiction.
Victor McLaglen's MacChesney has none of the 'inextinguishable
sorrow' that marked Kipling's own Private Mulvaney. 23
The plot interweaves three stories. The first is the challenge to British
India from a revival of the Thug murder cult. The second, is the desire
of the loyal water-bearer Gunga Din to become a fully fledged member
of the Regiment. The third is the struggle to preserve the team of three,
in the face of Ballantine's decision to leave the army to get married.
These three stories overlap playfully. It becomes clear that MacChesney
and Cutter find Ballantine's marriage as distasteful as being prisoners of
the Thugs. All three strands of the film deliver powerful affirmation of
the white working man's race and class and gender. Accents and
manners establish the heroes as working class, but it is in the areas of
race and gender that the film really goes to work.
Like many films of this era, Gunga Din privileges male friendship
above all other bonds. 24 The opening barracks fist-fight and first battle
with the Thugs show the three sergeants working together. They cooperate instinctively like members of a first-rate cricket team. The threeman friendship lends itself well to exploring the love between men.
There is safety in Kipling's triangle of the 'Soldiers Three' that is absent
from his other stories dealing with close male friendship, such as The
Light That Failed or The Man Who Would be King. Here at least the
screenplay of Gunga Din reflects Kipling. The protagonists of The Man
Who Would Be King acknowledge at the beginning of their adventure
that the intrusion of a woman could threaten their plans to conquer a
kingdom in the Himalayas and write a prohibition on marriage into
their contract. The breaking of this clause in the contract shatters their
partnership and costs them their kingdom. Ballantine's marriage in
Gunga Din is no less threatening. 25 The scenes in which Ballantine
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(Fairbanks) courts his fiancee Emmy (Joan Fontaine) are oddly
ambiguous. Close-ups dominated by teeth establish their relationship as
rather grotesque, animalistic and oddly unnatural. Ballantine's desire
for marriage is cast as un-masculine. He is humiliated when his
comrades meet him in a drapers shop, choosing curtains for his 'den'
with his wife-to-be. When Ballantine marches away dragging a skein of
doth behind him, Cutter and MacChesney joke that his 'petticoat is
showing'. Once Cutter has fallen into the hands of the Thugs,
Ballantine acts. He tells Emmy:
The trouble is you don't want a man for a husband. You want a coward who' ll
run out on his friend when he's in danger. Well that's not me, and never has
been, and never will be. I don't care how much I love you - and I do, very
much - I'm a sold1er .. . I mean I'm a man first.

With manhood defined, Emmy effectively disappears from the film .
Ballantine resolves to remain in the army and the joyful reunion at the
end of the film is wholly male.
The racial message of the film is equally clear. It takes a hoard of
Thugs to overpower a single white man. The Indians die without
dignity. Their efforts to run from sticks of dynamite are presented
comically as though in a cartoon. Although the Thug Guru (played by
Edward Ciannelli) is allowed to explain his cause and gives his life for
it, he is first represented as a madman, and photographed so as to
accentuate glinting teeth, fanatical eyes and an exaggerated black face.
In contrast Gunga Din initially appears only as comic relief, like
MacChesney's pet elephant, Annie. Yet while the elephant is nurtured
as a 'little elephant girl', Gunga Din is merely patronized . When Cutter
(Cary Grant) discovers him secretly drilling, he attempts to help him to
master the basic moves. The scene is played for laughs, the man,
dressed only in a dhoti, is urged to place his thumbs down the seams
of his trousers. Yet Gunga Din makes choices throughout the film . He
declares to the Guru that he is supporting the British of his own free
will, and is not a slave but a soldier. Ultimately, he sacrifices his life to
raise the alarm. He is the catalyst who advances the action of the film. 26
Hoping to become a soldier, he tells Cutter of the existence of a golden
temple in the hills ripe for plunder, he frees Cutter from prison,
summons Ballantine and MacChesney to his aid and then raises the
alarm to avert the massacre of an unsuspecting British regiment. Yet he
is implicitly less of a man than the British. He is diminished by the
camera angles, by his limited ambition (he tells Cutter that he has no
wish to be a Maharajah: 'Bugler would be very satisfactory'), and by
the visual humour of the film which depicts him as symbolically
impotent. In the first battle he mimics the sergeants by waving a broken
sword. Later he offers Cutter a fork to dig his way out of prison.
Arguably, the film seeks to move the audience into the same position as
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the narrator of Kipling's poem, and to question the certainties of white
supremacy with the line: 'You're a better man than I am Gunga Din',
but given the racial thrust of the film, the compliment is rendered
meaningless.
Gunga Din does have an ethical framework, and, indeed, the script
flirts with a critique of imperialism. Cutter, like Dravot in The Man
Who Would Be King is undone by greed. His eagerness for plunder
leads him straight into the arms of the Thugs. For Cutter, India is just
the venue for his jolly army life, to be exploited as necessary. He
considers blowing up the Taj Mahal and starting a war just to keep his
friend Ballantine in the army. The screenplay does not endorse such
behaviour. Cutter survives the film only by a whiskerY But potentially
anti-Imperial messages are diluted by the portrayal of the Indians. They
are sneaky. They torture their captives. They are fanatical devotees of a
blood-thirsty religion. They feign obsequiousness, and only attack in
strength. The British, in contrast, are open. They march along singing
loudly and are prepared to face terrible odds. 28 The British are also
oddly discriminating in battle. The three sergeants use their fists on
unarmed Thugs, but shoot at Thug snipers. Fair play wins the day.
In writing such scenes the American authors give a fair idea of the
elements in Kipling's work that they find appealing. These omissions
are not less telling. The ambiguities of Kipling's Empire are missing
altogether. In such poems as Piet or 'Fuzzy- Wuzzy' Kipling gives his
soldiers a grudging respect for their enemies. 29 Moreover, in the poem
Gunga Din was admired by the British narrator not for rescuing the
regiment at the cost of his own life, but for simply risking his life by
attending to the wounded under fire. 3° Finally, there is a dark
underside to Kipling's poem, which emerges in its final stanza:
So I'm meet ' im later on,
At the place where 'e is goneWhere it's always double drill and no canteen.
'E'll be squattin' on the coals,
Givin' drink to poor damned souls,
An' I'll get a swig in hell from Gunga DinP 1

Although these words are read in the film, their bleak implications are
negated by the images that accompany them. As Gunga Din is pipedto-rest posthumously appointed to the rank of Corporal, he appears in
an ellipse in the centre of the screen as a contented heavenly figure
dressed in full uniform, and salutes. Unlike the damned Din of Kipling,
the Hollywood incarnation is clearly redeemed. 32
In sum the film that appeared in 1939 was a virtual negation of
Kipling's work. Where Kipling found complexity, tragedy, hybridity,
and futility, Gunga Din presents simplicity, facile masculine posturing
and easy answers in violence. The film's cultural distortions make
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Kipling's own highly problematic writing seem like the most carefully
balanced ethnography. As Gunga Din's box office success made clear,
no one in the United States minded. In Britain, Kipling's widow,
Caroline, had her reservations. She claimed that the representation of
her husband in the final reel exposed his memory to ridicule. RKO
obligingly cut the offending scenes from later released prints. 33 The film
was, however, banned in Japan, Malaya and British Jnd1a. 34

The Later Career of Gunga Din.
The release of Gunga Din in January 1939 coincided with the deepening
crisis in Europe. While the film doubtless provided welcome escapism
at the time, it had apparently been shaped to promote pro-British
feeling in the US in the face of the totalitarian threat. Yet by 1941 the
film had outlived its political usefulness. 35 The United States joined the
war with the expectation that the peace would include decolonization .
The US government's Office of War Information took care not to offend
their new ally India. As Clayton Koppes and Gregory Black have noted,
the OWJ prevailed on RKO not to re-release Gunga Din and persuaded
MGM to abandon their plans to film Kipling's Kim. 36
The Empire film also suffered by default from the revival of the
Western.H The genre offered the ideal vehicle to celebrate America's
new-found self-confidence. Now westerns could be packaged as
westerns again, and Empire movies became westerns also. As Jeffrey
Richards has noted, Lives of a Bengal Lancer (1937) became Geronimo
(1939), Four Men and a Prayer (1938) became Fury at Furnace Creek
(1948). Gunga Din resurfaced as a western Sergeants Three in 1961,
remade by John Sturges (who edited the original) with Frank Sinatra,
Dean Martin, Peter Lawford and Sammy Davis Jr. as their faithful
bugler. 38
Kipling and the Empire bubbled away under the surface for a while.
In 1950 MGM finally filmed Kim and a flurry of lacklustre Empire
pictures followed. 39 The shadow of Kipling was barely discernible in
America's own Empire. In the later stages of World War Two,
American officers in Teheran nicknamed their mess servant Gunga
Din. 40 Teddy Roosevelt's grandson, Kermit Roosevelt, the head of CIA
operations in the Middle East retained the Kiplingesque family nickname Kim. 41 But literary tastes were elsewhere. With an Ian Fleming
novel on his bedside table and a confidence unmeasured by the
experience of European Empire, John F. Kennedy committed his troops
to war in Vietnam. 42
The experience of Vietnam left its mark on both westerns and Empire
films. Jn both genres the protagonists became alienated victims who
found vindication in buddy relationships and death in Mexico (The
Wild Bunch) or Bolivia (Butch Cassidy and the Sundance A.idJ3 or high
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in the Himalayas in John Huston's film of Kipling's The Man Who
Would Be King. Huston's film, like Kipling's text displayed Empire as a
profane scramble that brings death and madness to its two would-be
rulers Dravot and Carnehan (played by Sean Connery and Michael
Caine). Yet, the old spirit of Cunga Din is never far away. In Huston's
version the 'native' ally of the two adventurers, nicknamed Billy Fish,
becomes a Gurkha (played by Saeed Jaffrey), the sole survivor of a lost
expedition who is still loyal to the British Crown. In character and
costume he takes up exactly where the ghost of Gunga Din left off. But
above all the myth of male friendship is reinscribed and the Imperial
project is shown to be, for the most part, tremendous fun, and the
audience is left with the suggestion that but for the intrusion of a
woman, Carnehan and Dravot could have kept their kingdom. 44
British India remains a perennial presence in movies whether Britishmade end-of-Empire epics, or such lively pieces of American escapism
as Disney's 1994 offering: Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book. Old
themes endure. In Hollywood's India, even Thugs may still be found as
in Spielberg's monumentally tasteless Indiana jones and the Temple of
Doom. 45 Debate about Empire is elsewhere. The United States may
have ignored the inner-warnings of Kipling, but the same messages
were learned in Vietnam. As Kipling feared that the glory of the British
Empire might someday fade to become 'one with Nineveh and Tyre', 46
so the United States now grapples with the prospect of Imperial
decline. Filmic treatments of the Vietnam war regularly show respect
for an enemy who could fight on 'a handful of rice and a little dried rat
meat' and portray the Veteran as every inch as exploited as Kipling's
'Tommy Atkins'.
For its fommy this, an' Tommy that, an', Chuck him
Out, the brute!
But it's 'Saviour of his country' when the guns begin
to shoot; 47

In Apocalypse Now Francis Ford Coppola highlights the degree to
which Vietnam was an Imperial war, by borrowing elements from
Conrad's great critique of empire, Heart of Darkness. 48 The Vietnam
War seemed to vindicate Kipling's epigram: 'A fool lies here who tried
to hustle the East'. 49 There is a coda. In the aftermath of the publication
of Robert McNamara's memoirs, with its shocking admission that this
architect of the war in Vietnam believed the cause to be lost but
remained silent, at least one commentator turned to the disillusioned
Kipling, broken by the loss of his only son in Great War, for his
conclusion:
If any question why we died,
Tell them, because our fathers lied .'0
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